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Excessive
 
student 
demand
 prompts decision
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16.
 
1981
 
School 
of 
Engineering  
declared
 
impacted
 
By Julie Pitta 
Staff 
Writer  
The  school 
of 
Engineering
 was 
granted 
impacted  status 
Monday, to 
be
 
effective 
fall
 semester 1982. 
According to 
James Lima,
 associate 
dean
 of engineering
 in charge
 of 
academic  
affairs, the School
 of Engineering 
has been 
working for 
impaction  since 
last  spring 
because
 of the school's
 inability to ac-
commodate high student demand for the 
program.  
Lima  said 
engineering  began
 curbing 
admissions 
three  years ago by 
cutting the 
number of 
applications  it accepted. 
A 
higher 
number  of declared 
engineering  
majors were 
accepted  to SJSU annually, 
however, raising enrollment in the 
program. 
Under rules of impaction, 
the School of 
Engineering will admit students to the 
program once a year. Admissions for 
spring '82 have been closed. The school 
will only 
admit  students declared for the 
program each fall. 
According to Lima, program 
requirements have only been set for 
"cycle one," the fall '82 school year. 
Admission in fall '82 will be based on 
the eligibility index: A combination
 of 
GPA and SAT or ACT scores that the state  
currently  uses for entrance to the 
university.
 
Engineering will admit the top 1,000 
engineering
 applicants. 
As of now, half 
of
 
those will be 
incoming  freshmen
 and half 
will be 
transfer  students,
 he said. Those
 
numbers
 are subject 
to
 change, he 
added.  
According 
to Lima, 
the  School 
of
 
Engineering
 expects to 
receive 3,000 
to
 
4,000 applications this fall. 
Impaction 
also prohibits 
the program 
from 
accepting  out-of-state
 or foreign 
students.  
Lima said
 11.1 percent
 of the 
bachelor's  level 
engineering 
students  are 
non-residents.
 But he 
didn't
 know how 
many 
out-of-state  students
 are in the 
program. 
Lima believes 
the  job market 
has  led 
to the 
decision for 
impaction.  
"All you have to 
do is look in the 
newspaper
 
and look at the 
employment 
offers and salaries," he said. "More and 
more students want to take the program." 
Also, Lima 
said,  the school is unable to 
hire new faculty and 
therefore
 can't ex-
pand. 
SJSU President 
Gail  Fullerton said the 
problem in hiring faculty 
boils down to the 
inability of SJSU to compete with salaries 
being offered 
in private industry. 
"What it comes down to is that a 
person with a B.S. in 
engineering  is able to 
get a job with a starting salary, the same 
or better than the salary we offer a 
Ph.D.," she said. "We 
can't get full-time 
faculty, we're just not 
competitive."  
Fullerton  believes 
that impacting
 
engineering  "could 
affect  enrollment," 
but said 
California 
Polytechnic  State 
University
 at San Luis Obispo
 has overall 
impaction 
and demand for that campus 
"hasn't been cut down." 
According to Lima, there are no plans 
to expand the school to meet rising
 student 
demand.
 
"That would 
probably have to 
originate at the legislature," 
he
 said. "It 
would cost 
millions of dollars invested in 
facilities, equipment 
and faculty to 
enlarge
 the Engineering School. No one at 
any level is even considering
 such a thing. 
Weekly
 
recommended
 
for
 
A.S.
 
funds  
By Cindy
 Bundock 
Staff Writer 
The Special
 Allocations Com-
mittee of the A.S. 
Board  of Directors 
recommended 
Monday  that the 
Independent
 Weekly, an 
alternative 
campus 
newspaper,  be 
funded  
$13,000.  
The 
recommended  
allocation,
 
POO 
short of the
 Independent
 
Weekly's 
request,  must
 still be 
approved  by 
the
 board at 
today's
 3 
p.m. 
meeting  in 
the  A.S. 
Council
 
Chambers  on 
the  S.U. 
upper  level. 
Groups
 and 
organizations
 not 
originally 
included in 
the A.S. 
budget 
are  
required
 to fill 
out 
special
 allocation
 forms
 to 
request
 
funding. 
Clark
 Meadows,
 director
 of 
business  
affairs,
 made 
the  motion
 to 
fund 
$13,000  to 
the
 Independent
 
Weekly. 
"I suggested
 a decrease
 in 
money as 
incentive for
 the ad-
vertising
 staff to 
sell  more 
ads,"  
Meadows
 said. "I 
don't  want to 
give 
out  full 
amounts
 because
 there is 
the  
option
 that 
they  (the 
Independent
 
Weekly) can 
come  
back."
 
"If 
they 
didn't
 have 
$800, 
they
 
could 
still 
survive,"
 A.S. 
Controller 
Angela 
Osborne  
said.  
Independent Weekly
 Editor Ron 
Regalia  (left) 
and  Senior
 Editor 
Scott 
Shifrel make a request for special allocation funding. 
"Through efficiency and 
volunteers, they 
should  be able to 
cut their costs," she said. 
The 
Independent
 Weekly did
 not 
have exact 
printing  costs to show the 
With 
efficiency
 and
 volunteers
 
they 
should  
be
 able to 
cut costs
 
and 
still  
survive-A.S.  
Controller
 
Additional
 reasons 
for the $800 
decrease in 
the  
newspaper's
 funding 
are 
that
 there are
 other 
groups
 to 
consider, 
and there 
were  a lot of 
costs  
Independent  
Weekly 
representatives
 were 
unsure 
of, 
Osborne  said. 
committee. 
Projected costs for 
an average 
16 -page newspaper would be from 
$1,035 Senior
 Editor Scott Shifrel 
said. 
Last 
year, the Independent 
Weekly 
was funded $10,000 by the 
committee and distributed 23 issues, 
averaging 12 pages per issue. 
This year, Weekly editors 
want
 
to put out 24  issues of 16 pages each. 
Shifrel said
 that it would be 
tough to keep the
 paper at 16 pages 
with the committee's 
$13,000 
recommendation. 
The 
Independent  Weekly needs 
$575  to supplement 
advertising  to 
put out the paper each week, he 
said. 
Independent
 Weekly Editor Ron 
Regalia  siad he will repeat 
the
 initial 
request for $13,800 at 
today's A.S. 
meeting. 
"If they don't 
give  us that, we'll 
still spend $575 an issue, but do 
only  
23 
issues,"  he said. 
Shifrel said 
that there would be 
a rent increase 
of $50 to $100 a month 
starting later this 
year  or early next 
year to the $175 
rent
 the newspaper 
pays
 now. 
"Tied up with that is 
paying  for 
Off
-campus
 jobs 
more  
lucrative 
distribution, postage, and office 
upkeep," 
he said. 
The Independent 
Weekly is 
looking to up last year's
 distribution 
of 10,000 papers each week, to a 
12,000 
circulation  rate. 
Shifrel said they 
did  not want to 
charge A.S. for that extra 
2,000 
proximately
 $100 for 
installation  and 
construction  of two new
 distribution 
boxes, which
 will be 
located
 near the
 
Business
 Tower and
 Robert 
Clark  
Library.
 
"We 
have to put 
them where 
the  
Spartan
 Daily 
boxes  are," 
Shifrel  
said. 
$800 short
 of weekly 
request; 
must still 
be approved
 by board
 
papers, but 
would strive to make up 
the deficit 
through  advertising 
revenue. 
The extra 2,000 papers could be 
distributed 
off -campus sites that 
tend to be student
-oriented,
 such as 
Tower
 Records. 
The Weekly also needs ap-
Jean Lenart,
 AS. business 
administrator, said
 A.S. funds one-
third of the 
Independent Weekly's 
budget. 
Thc Independent Weekly brings 
in the remaining two-thirds from its 
advertising revenue,
 according to 
Lenart. 
A.S.
 exec, 
former 
director
 
debate
 AFI 
See page 2 of today's 
Spartan Daily for arguments for 
and against implementation of 
the Automatic Funding 
Initiative, the controversial 
ballot 
measure  which SJSU 
students passed in last March's 
election.
 
Jeff Smith, executive
 
assistant to Associated Students 
President Tony Robinson, favors 
the initiative, which stands to 
provide six different 
campus
 
departments 
and programs with 
a total of $120,000 in students' 
funds. Former A.S. 
Director  of 
Communications
 Ed Asian° 
opposes the
 measure. 
Brown  requests 
cuts 
in 
'82 
CSUC
 
budget  
By Tom Quinlan 
Staff Writer 
Saying "I don't 
know  how we 
would cope with a five percent 
budget cut," SJSU President
 Gail 
Fullerton
 told the Academic Senate 
that the
 1982-83 budget was already 
on the monetary chopping block. 
At Monday's meeting, 
Fullerton  
told senate members she had 
received a letter from Gov. Edmund 
G. Brown Jr. requesting a 5 percent 
budget cut from all California State 
universities and colleges for 
1982-83.
 
Describing the cut as "a very, 
very serious," Fullerton never -
Wages  
discourage
 
Police
 
By 
Randy  
Paige  
Staff 
Writer 
Lower
 pay for 
university  police
 than 
members
 of the San
 Jose Police 
Department
 is 
causing
 morale 
problems 
and  a high 
attrition 
rate,  said 
University  
Police  Chief
 Earnest 
Quinton. 
Three 
university
 police 
officers  left the 
force last year
 to go to the 
SJPD  
at 
salaries  
$300
 to $400 
higher per
 month. 
Starting 
salary  for a 
university  police
 officer is 
$1,645  per 
month,
 
compared
 to 
$1,995
 at the 
SJPD. 
University
 
Police
 
Chief  
Earnest
 
Quinton
 discusses
 loss of 
per-
sonnel
 
to the
 
San  
Jose
 
Police
 
Department.
 He 
said  
it would
 not 
surprise
 him
 if 
more 
officers  
went
 to 
the 
SJPD.
 
It would not surprise me if more officers went with
 San Jose I police 
department)," Quinton said. 
Technical Services 
Officer  Russ lunsford agreed that lower pay 
"is a 
problem." 
But he sees more than just monetary 
incentives  involved in the issue. 
The SJPD's beat covers a larger area and often involved more 
activity.  
"Some 
guys  want more action,"  Lunsford observed. "The job starts on 
campus, so 
sometimes  you don't have the freedom to run miles and miles to 
a call instead of block to block," he 
said. 
It is very expensive and time-consuming to recruit and train an 
officer,  
Lunsford added. 
Each candidate is give
 an extensive background check, a psychological 
test, a medical exam and six months' salary
 while in training. 
Lunsford said the cost of preparing a new recruit has been estimated at 
"$60,000 per
 man, all things considered." 
"Right now, it's hard to find recruits," Lunsford said. "The bottom line 
is, unless a guy just wants to 
be a cop why should he go through the 
academy... 
when he can go into private industry like computers and make 
more than a cop." 
University police dispatchers play an important role and also are paid 
less than their counterparts.
 
"When school is closed the dispatchers are a total resource person," 
lAuisford explained. Dispatchers meet 
the public, answer questions, operate 
the police computer and telephone lines -and are the "answer person for 
everything." 
"They can start $400 more per month ( at another police department ) 
than they will top out at at SJSU I," he said. 
Pay is set by the 
university's 
official  
classification  of "dispatcher 
clerk." 
Qualified dispatchers provide safety for officers in the field. 
"That's their ( the police officer's) lifeline. We have qualified dispat-
chers but if you can't maintain them no one will want to take a job from us," 
I.unsford said. 
While the university police officers will go to the collective bargaining 
table soon, both Lunsford and Chief Quinton see the attrition rate as a 
problem which has no 
immediate solution. 
When asked what can be done to alleviate loss of personnel, Lunsford 
shook his head
 and replied, "Cry." 
theless was confident
 that the 1982-83 
budget
 SJSU submitted
 would not 
ultimately 
be cut the 
5 percent 
Brown requested. 
Even if Brown
 doesn't change 
his mind, SJSU 
could  request the 
legislature  to 
appropriate
 additional 
funds
 and include them
 in the state 
budget.
 
The preliminary
 budget for 1982-
83 hasn't even 
been started yet, 
according  to 
Executive  Vice 
President
 Handel Evans. 
The effect 
of the 5 percent 
cut 
for 1982-83 would be 
to lower the base 
amount 
of
 the SJSU budget, said 
George  Sicular, 
member  of the 
California State
 University and 
Colleges 
(CSUC) system Academic
 
nate. 
A resolution requesting 
faculty  
participation in the selection of the 
next
 chancellor, and a 
bill that 
would force 
faculty attendance at 
commencement 
exercises
 were the 
only new action
 items for the 
Senate's first meeting. 
A "sense of the 
senate"
 
resolution  urged the 
board
 of 
trustees  to allow the CSUC 
Academic 
Senate  a position on the 
selection 
committee
 that will find a 
replacement for 
Chancellor  Glenn S. 
Dumke.
 
Dumke  will retire as chancellor 
May 5, 1982. 
mencement.
 
SJSU is 
currently
 without 
a 
campus
-wide 
policy
 regarding 
faculty 
attendence 
at
 com-
mencement,
 although 
full
 at-
tendance by all 
faculty was once 
mandatory. 
The most frequent
 questioning 
of the 
motion  by senators 
was 
regarding
 the 50 
percent  level of 
attendance 
required  if the senate 
approved 
the motion and 
Fullerton  
signed it. 
Young
 finally said 
that
 the 50 
percent was
 chosen "because it 
sounds reasonable, 
and I'm a 
reasonable 
person." 
After a brief
 discussion, this 
motion 
was  referred to 
the In-
struction 
and Research 
Committee  
for study. 
Although these
 were the only 
new action items to 
come
 before the 
senate 
Monday, Fullerton outlined a 
future 
problem  that will soon -
confront
 the senate. 
Fullerton 
outlined the failure of 
the Engineering 
and  Buisness 
departments  to hire 
new
 
probationary
 instructors. 
Probationary instructors are 
teachers
 applying
 for
 
full-time
 
tenured
 
positions, as 
opposed to 
part-time
 
instructors  who 
may 
not 
be seeking, or may not be qualified 
Fullerton
 confident
 that the
 
SJSU
 
1982-83
 
budget  
won't  be 
cut 
The  
resolution
 was
 approved
 
unanimously
 by the
 senate, 
although 
Politicial
 Science
 
Professor
 Ted
 
Norton 
said,  "If 
they pick
 him 
without 
our 
participation
 we 
can  
start  
picking
 on him 
right 
away."  
George 
Moore,
 who 
introduced
 
the resolution,
 said, "I 
tend to be 
sympathetic
 to Dr.
 Norton's 
point."  
Moore 
informed
 the 
senators  that 
the 
students 
already 
have  a 
representative  
on the 
selection
 
committee.  
The 
only other item 
that was 
brought 
before
 the senate
 for im-
mediate 
consideration  was 
A.S.  248, 
a motion 
from
 the floor 
by
 Political 
Science
 Professor Roy
 Young. 
Young's
 motion 
would  
require
 
that 
each
 department
 and 
program 
have
 50 
percent  
of its 
tenured
 and 
probationary
 
faculty  
attend 
com-
for full-time tenured status. 
Fullerton
 blamed 
the high 
cost
 
of 
living  in an area 
like  
San 
Jose,
 as 
opposed to Stanislaus,
 for the
 
failure
 
of 
the Engineering
 
and  
Business
 
Departments
 to hire more
 
full-time
 
instructors.
 
She urged 
senate  
members
 to 
conduct  "an excellent
 
discussion
 
of 
a very, 
very 
important  
problem  
for 
us," at 
their yearly
 
retreat,
 
to
 
be 
held 
Sept. 25-26. 
If the failure 
of 
these
 
depart-
ments to attract
 
full-time
 
probationary  
faculty
 
continues,
 
Fullerton warned,
 
the  
Business
 
and  
Engineering 
departments
 
could
 
lose
 
their accreditation. 
In 
other 
senate
 
action,
 
winter
 
commencement
 
exercises
 
were
 
scheduled
 for 
Saturday,
 
Jan.
 
29, 
1982. 
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Two
 
perspectives
  
The 
Automatic
 
Funding
 
Initiative
 
Under the authority granted the Associated Students 
Board of Directors in Article II, Section IV, No. 8 of the A.S. 
Constitution the board shall allocate:
 
A.) $1 per associated student, per semester to the Music 
Department. 
B.) $.50 per associated student, per semester to the 
Spartan Daily. 
C.) $.25 per associated student, per semester to KSJS. 
D.) $.25 per associated 
student, per semester to the 
Radio -TV News Center.
 
By
 Jeffrey R. Smith 
Assistant to A.S. 
President
 
Tony Robinson
 
The Associated
 Students 
Board of Directors is 
treading on shaky legal and 
ethical ground
 by holding up 
the distribution of A.S. funds 
allocated by 
the Automatic 
Funding Initiative (AFI). 
Certain members of 
the 
A.S. government contend 
that A.S. President Tony 
Robinson has taken more 
than his share of respon-
sibility in the matter by 
consulting 
with SJSU 
President Gail Fullerton to 
include 
AFI in the A.S. 
budget. An examination of 
the history of the AFI 
con-
troversy  will show the 
justification for Robinson's
 
action  and the irrespon-
sibility of the 
majority of 
A.S. 
board  members. 
AFI was drawn up 
as an 
initiative 
in
 accordance with 
the A.S. Constitution because 
its author, Bruce 
Alderman,
 
wanted to bypass the A.S. 
government and appeal 
directly to the students for 
financial assistance for six 
programs which were 
declining severely due to 
lack of money.
 
More than 
1,600 voters 
approved 
the  measure while 
fewer 
than 650 opposed it. 
The beneficiaries were the 
Music Department, 
Spartan  
Daily, 
KSJS,  Radio-TV News 
Center, Theatre
 Arts 
Department  and the Student 
Union Art Gallery. 
After the initiative was 
passed, the board
 should 
have directed the 
A.S. budget 
committee to come up with 
a 
new budget
 which in-
corporated the AFI 
allocations. 
No such action
 was 
taken. Instead,
 ex -President 
Mike Medina argued to the 
A.S. Judiciary that the AFI 
should be declared un-
constitutional under 
California law. Medina and 
other 
members  of the SFA 
party were smugly confident 
the initiative 
would  be struck 
down as was a similar 
initiative a few years ago. 
However, 
AFI was 
upheld by a 
unanimous  
decision of the Judiciary. 
Still, the 
board members 
from the SFA party
 did not 
move to include AFI in their 
budget. They 
consulted
 
privately with a 
well -paid 
attorney to search for a 
way 
of 
overturning  an initiative 
which the students 
had 
overwhelmingly approved. 
In the end, although 
Fullerton extended the 
deadline for the  
budget two 
weeks to give the 
board  more 
time to work, the board 
submitted
 
a 
budget
 which 
completely ignored the AFI. 
The budget was promptly 
rejected by Fullerton, who 
had in effect become the 
protector
 of the students' 
wishes. 
The immature decision
 
of the 
board  to ignore AFI 
is,  
unfortunately, a 
perfect 
example of why the 
university 
president  was 
given the power
 of final 
approval over 
the A.S. 
budget. The board proved it 
was 
unworthy  of any 
responsibility for 
allocating  
student funds when it ignored 
the initiative. 
The three A.S. 
executives and 
the majority 
of the board were 
members
 
of the SFA 
party. SFA stands 
for Students for Action, 
Access and 
Accountability. 
In the 
AFI matter, the 
party members refused
 to 
take ACTION which was 
clearly
 
necessary, 
denied 
ACCESS 
to the 
decision -
making
 process 
to the 1,600 
students  who 
voted  for the 
initiative,
 and threatened 
the 
ACCOUNTABILITY of the 
entire A.S.
 budget 
process.  
So much for the
 name. 
According  
to state 
regulations,  
Fullerton 
was 
directed 
to meet with
 ap-
propriate
 A.S. 
represen-
tatives to draw
 up a new 
budget incorporating AFI.
 
The
 A.S. 
Constitution  
names  the 
A.S.  President
 as 
the official
 representative
 of 
E.) $.25 per 
associated student, per 
semester  to  the Art 
Gallery. 
F.) $.25 per associated
 student, per semester
 to the 
Drama
 Department. 
The 
President  of 
the Association,
 under the 
authority  of 
Article  IV Executive Branch, Section 3, No. 
1H,
 shall summit 
a 
budget  based on 1981 Spring 
enrollment
 for the amounds 
listed above in sections A, B, 
C, D, E and F. Subsequent 
budgets shall be based 
on
 enrollment at the time of budget
 
submittal.
 
A.S. Therefore,
 Robinson,
 
assisted
 by A.S. 
Controller 
Angela
 
Osborne,
 
formulated
 
a 
budget
 
which 
was  ap-
proved
 by 
Fullerton
 and 
made the AFI
 allocations. 
A.S. 
Vice -President
 
Andy Arias
 then complained
 
that he 
was  not included 
in 
the 
consultation  
over
 the 
budget.  As 
chairman
 of the 
A.S. budget conunittet
 the 
previous 
semester, 
Arias
 
had 
demonstrated  his 
inability  
and 
unwillingness  
to
 cope 
with the situation.
 He wanted 
to submit 
to Fullerton a 
budget 
which made 
only
 half 
of the AFI allocations.
 
Fortunately,  
Fullerton
 
was not in 
the mood for 
joking.
 If Arias' proposal had 
been accepted,
 the A.S. 
Constitution 
would not be 
worth the
 paper it 
is
 
written
 
on and the students would 
know 
that  any future 
initiatives
 would be subject 
to change at the 
whim  of the 
A.S. 
government.  
Last 
week, the board 
decided not  
to release any 
more AFI funds than the 25 
percent which were released 
this summer, even 
though  
some
 
programs
 need ad-
ditional
 funds right now to 
plan and initiate 
programs
 
for the 
benefit
 of students in 
the coming year.
 
The
 board
 wants 
representatives of each 
AFI-
funded group to 
justify  their 
spending 
proposals  and 
make sure 
they are not 
wasting any student
 money. 
Such a review may be 
very fruitful, but it 
should 
have been undertaken a full 
five and a half 
months
 ago 
when AFI was passed. 
Hopefully,
 none 
of the 
present  
board  
members  
actually
 
believe  the
 AFI 
allocations
 
will 
be
 
decreased
 
below 
the  amount
 
mandated  
by the
 students. Any 
such 
action
 would be 
indefensible  
legally and 
politically.  
As it stands
 now, 
the A.S. 
general
 fund 
for 
special
 
allocations
 is 
healthy,
 other 
budgeted 
programs
 are 
receiving  
enough  
money
 to 
operate 
efficiently,  
and  AFI-
funded 
programs  
will be 
receiving
 
the money voted 
them by the 
students.
 
That
 
is,
 
unless  
the 
board's
 
majority
 
decides
 to 
violate
 
its 
own 
laws.
 
the
 
mailbag
 
We
 are
 
unlucky
 
victims
 
FAIltor:  
Please
 
allow me to 
address
 Greg 
Steele
 
1 
Instructional Services) on 
behalf 
of the "undesirable out-
siders"
 
he detests and who have no 
political
 
clout,  
and  no  
voice to speak 
with.
 
Mr. 
Steele,
 I 
do not know 
how to 
approach
 
you;
 
neither  logic
 nor 
feeling
 
would
 
apparently
 
have  any 
impact
 
on
 
you.  
Let me start by 
saying
 
that
 you
 
have  done 
more 
harm 
to 
my
 
picture  
of a normal 
person  
than
 
anyone
 like
 you 
I have 
ever 
met.  
The 
only 
quality 
you 
probably
 
possess
 
more 
of 
than 
intolerant  
aggression  is 
ignorance,
 
and 
your  
poorly masked fear helps me un-
derstand why we "misfits" en-
counter endless prejudices and 
obstructions in the quarters where 
we could be helped the most  helped 
to become the productive social
 
members
 you claim we aren't. 
I am a "halfway" Mr. Steele, 
and I have every business on this 
property. I am a student here, and I 
am a good student. I support a 3-
year -old 
child and live at the poverty 
level, so I can achieve a 
respectable 
degree and prove my social worth 
the only way I know how. 
I have 
been institutionalized 
several years. I am now 
an out-
mt,
 and I take 
psychotropic
 
Contrary to 
the image ren-
dered by your 
puzzling,  fearful 
stereotypic slurs,
 I do not slither 
around trash cans implying what? I 
or even froth at 
the  mouth or babble. 
I have not seen a poor sheltered 
SJSU 
student
 shirk or faint at the 
Each associated
 
member
 
shall 
have
 an 
option  
to 
waiver  
all 
or any
 
specific
 
AFI  
allocations
 
as
 
provided
 in 
this 
initiative.  
All  
waivered
 monies
 shall
 
revert
 to 
the
 
Associated  
Students  
General  
Fund.  
This
 
waiver  
shall
 
be 
exercised  by 
said Associated
 
member
 on 
or
 before
 the 
deadline
 for
 paying 
semster
 
fees
 as 
specified  
by the
 
Administration.
 This 
initiative shall 
take 
effect upon
 
passage,
 
and  
the 1981-82 
budget
 shall 
include the 
allocations
 
listed
 
above.
 If more
 than 
50 
percent  of all 
allocations
 listed 
above
 is 
waived,
 then this 
initiative
 shall be void one
 year 
from 
the 
date
 
that
 50 percent 
or more 
of all 
allocations
 are 
waived. 
By Ed Asiano 
Former director of Comm-
munications
 for the A.S. 
board 
There 
has been too much 
raging  
controversy,
 swirling 
rhetoric,  and just 
plain
 
misinformation
 about the
 
Automatic 
Funding 
Initiative  ( AFI ) already. 
This 
discussion is 
directed away 
from the 
fanfare
 of 
a 
point
-counter-
point, political head -butting 
session because it 
detracts  
from the issue at hand. 
The fact is,
 there are 
several
 aspects of the 
AFI 
initiative 
that  adversely 
affect  the vast majority of 
students at best, and at worst 
are potentially 
disastrous.  
'AFI takes a large sum 
of money 
students  have 
set aside for necessary 
services, social and 
entertainment events, 
and leisure 
activities,
 
only to hand it to 
university ad-
ministrators so they can 
pay for classes. That is 
a form of tuition. 
'AFI hands the money
 
over with no strings 
attached. While the 
funds are under the 
Associated 
Student's 
control, every penny is 
accounted 
for. Once the 
AFI
 takes it, students 
have no 
say as to how 
their money will be 
spent. 
'AFI 
duplicates 
an 
already 
existing  fund. 
The 
Instructionally 
Related 
Activities
 fund 
(IRA) was specifically 
created to supply
 money 
to the 
programs  AFI 
proponents
 claim will be 
"saved" 
by the 
initiative.
 
*AFT 
lays 
the ground 
work for 
the 
destruction
 
of student 
government,
 
and with it,
 organized 
participation
 by 
students in their own 
education.
 
*AFI was 
declared 
constitutional
 by the 
A.S. Judiciary Com-
mittee, but the 
Initiative  
conflicts
 with the
 state 
education
 code, 
and  
could very possibly
 be 
illegal.
 
To 
understand  the 
development  of 
AFI, it is 
necessary
 to 
examine  the 
political winds 
that  spawned 
Last year,
 there was talk 
that
 the Spartan 
Daily was 
in
 
financial 
trouble,  and 
might  
fold. KSJS badly 
needed 
equipment
 just to stay 
on
 the 
air. 
The university expressed 
concern,  but was not putting 
any  money where their 
mouth is. That is because 
SJSU is in the education 
business, and 
as any 
business student knows, 
when facing an uncertain 
financial future, never over-
extend 
available
 resources. 
The university 
had  
already over
-extended  itself 
with the 
IRA fund. When 
negotiations
 were underway 
to expand Spartan 
Stadium  
and donations
 were hanging 
in the balance, 
the  university 
made a commitment to its 
athletics program. 
But
 should the priorities 
of a university be 
self -
promotion and fund-raising
 
or a quality 
education  for its 
students?
 
Over the past four school 
years, the
 Spartan Daily and 
KSJS, both 
classes
 that give 
three units to students on 
their staffs, 
were virtually 
ignored
 when IRA money 
was passed around. The 
Athletics 
Department,
 a non-
academic
 program,
 was
 
handed a 
whopping  
$806,753.
 
In last 
Spring's 
student
 
election,
 the 
majority  of 
students
 said 
they did 
not 
approve of this 
imbalance in 
funding.
 
But instead
 of alleviating
 
the 
problem 
by
 increasing
 
the IRA 
fee,
 they chose
 the 
AFI,
 a band -aid 
approach 
at
 
best. 
Though the 
AFI is a 
well-meaning 
plan, its author 
chose 
to ignore the 
negative 
impact 
the initiative 
would 
have 
on student 
services and
 
extra
-educational
 
programs.  
The 
Spartan  Daily also
 
ignored the 
negative  effects 
of AFI 
because
 it had 
$24,000 
to gain 
from  the 
initiative.  
Students
 depend
 on the 
Daily  
for 
their  
information
 about 
campus 
affairs, 
and has 
an 
obligation
 to 
present
 that 
information
 
accurately.
 The
 
student 
trust 
was 
violated  
-- - 
and  
journalistic
 
standards
 
abandoned
 
when
 
AFI
 
was  
endorsed
 
by
 
the 
Daily  
editorial
 
board.  
In a 
move
 
of
 
pure
 
self-interest,
 
the
 
editorial
 
board,
 which 
had 
voted  
to 
not 
endorse
 
AFI
 
based  
on 
its 
merit,
 
changed
 
its  
decision
 
under  
pressure
 
from
 a 
faculty
 
adviser.
 
Judging
 
from 
budget
 
proposals
 
submitted
 
by 
university
 
programs
 
receiving
 
AFI  
money,  
few 
if 
any
 are
 in 
dire 
need 
of 
the 
allocations.
 
With  
their  
share  
of 
AFI,
 the
 
Music  
Depart-
ment
 
wants  
to 
totally
 
refurbish
 the 
Concert
 Hall, 
establish
 a 
community
 opera
 
workshop,  
and 
even  buy 
typewriters.
 The
 Spartan
 
Daily's
 
estimate  
of 
printing  
costs  
jumped
 by 
$30,000 
from 
the  
budget
 they 
submitted
 to 
the
 
University  
for IRA 
money, 
and the
 one 
sub-
mitted 
to the 
A.S. for
 
proposed
 AFI 
expenditures.
 
The 
A.S.  
Board
 of 
Directors
 is 
currently
 
ing
 all the 
b u d g e t s s a r
  
submitted 
to them 
for 
proposed
 AFI 
by the 
programs
 receiving
 AFI 
allocations.
 The 
board is 
checking to see  
if the 
programs 
truly need 
the 
money
 they have 
received,  
and
 more 
importantly,
 how 
beneficial
 to the students
 the 
proposed
 uses of the 
money 
are. 
It is the
 board's duty as 
elected trustees 
of
 our money 
to scour
 the budgets for 
wasteful expenditures 
and  
inflated 
estimates.  
Even though a recent 
A.S. audit revealed an 
unexpected amount of money 
that bolsters the A.S. 
General Fund, the pool of 
money available for student 
services
 and organizations is 
still substantially lower than 
last year, when requests 
depleted the fund before the 
end of the school year. And 
this year, the 
budgets for 
A.S. funded programs 
have 
already  been severely cut 
back
 to make room for the 
AFI mandated
 allocations. 
The most
 damaging 
aspect of AFI 
is the 
precedent  it sets.
 It the 
student  
government  is 
constantly 
open 
to a 
siphoning  
of 
its  funds
 
through
 an 
initiative  
process,  
it would
 be 
extremely  
dif-
ficult 
for 
A.S.  to 
maintain  
any 
continuity,
 
and  
easy
 for 
all of 
the  funds
 to 
eventually
 
be
 
usurped.  
That 
would 
destroy
 the 
student
 
govern-
ment,  and 
without
 a 
voice  in 
unversity
 
policy,
 
the 
students
 
will be 
the 
losers.
 
horrible and intimidating sight of 
me, yet. I would challenge
 you to 
identify me  in a 
crowd,  except I hope 
I never 
have  to meet you. 
You are obviously ignorant 
about mental illness, and I know we 
do not wear
 tags that broadcast our
 
already stigmatized existence, so I 
don't know what 
makes  you think 
you can differentiate
 us misfits from 
any 
other  misfits or from upstanding 
normal people like yourself, on 
appearance
 alone. 
There is as much variability in 
our 
appearances  and intellect and 
circumstances as anyone else. If the 
issue is supposedly non -students 
trespassing on campus, then keep 
that the issue. What is the point of 
aiming such 
unwarranted  cruelties 
at a group of people who are helpless 
and often full of terror over their 
unmanagable mental and physical 
positions in life. 
SJSU exists to 
"foster self-
improvement"
 and halfways
 
present the "specter 
of aborted 
lives." Your 
statement
 is 
heart -
chilling; 
it is so unfeeling and 
it 
implies  that we are nothing more 
than factory rejects to be 
thrown  
aside. I can hardly 
contain my rage 
and remain 
civil  towards you. 
lam thankful I 
have
 had the will 
to 
heal  and to improve
 myself in 
spite of 
mental tyrants like 
you who 
wield  power and 
condemn  the less 
fortunate  victims 
of disease.  
Melodee
 Dinnell 
Psychology 
Junior 
Students 
lack
 real 
compassion
 
Editor:  
Kudos  
to 
Greg 
Steele,
 
Craig
 
Cuyang,
 
and 
Phil
 
Luna!  
If 
the  
recently departed Albert Speer
 was 
still with us and 
fortunate  enough to 
have 
read their charitable and 
humane remarks concerning the 
board and care residents, I'm 
sure  
that 
he would find in those remarks 
a not so subtle echo of the views held 
by some 
of his old cronies. 
In my 10 years of residence in 
the downtown area as a student
 and 
staff member, I have become in-
creasingly more 
disgusted  each 
year by the attitudes shown 
by 
supposedly informed students 
toward those whose main crime is 
that they have failed to fit into a 
society that has little patience with 
anyone 
who fails to succeed ac-
cording
 
to 
its 
standards.
 
One  
would  
think  
(perhaps
 
wishfully
 
that  ins
 
university
 
where
 
divergence
 of 
style
 
and  
opinion
 
are 
cultivated,
 
that
 
tolerance
 
and
 
sensitivity
 
toward
 
others,
 
especially
 
those
 
less
 
fortunate,
 
would  
be
 
prized.
 
Regretfully,
 
at
 
least  
in 
the 
case
 
of 
Messrs.
 
Steele,
 
Cuyang,
 
and  
Luna,
 
that
 
does  
not
 
seem
 
to 
be 
the 
case.
 
However,
 
though
 
his 
piece
 
did 
ramble,
 
at 
least 
it 
called
 
for 
an 
understanding
 
of 
fellow
 
human
 
beings,
 a 
sentiment
 
that
 
was  
sadly  
lacking
 in 
the 
response
 
from  
his 
detractors.
 (I 
forgot:
 
Craig
 
Cuyang
 
did  
defend
 
Bo 
Derek!)  
Like  
Mr.
 
Garry,
 I 
feel  
sadness
 for
 
many  
of 
the  
board  and 
care 
residents
 
as
 
well
 
as 
the
 
winos  
(there
 
is 
a 
difference
 
between  the 
two)
 
who  
shamble
 
along
 
on 
what
 
must  
seem
 
very
 
lonely
 
streets.
 
I 
feel
 
much  
sorrier
 
for
 
Greg
 
Steele, 
Craig
 
Cuyang,
 
and 
Phil  
Luna.  
They  
have
 
much
 to 
learn.
 
I 
hope 
someday
 
they 
will.  
Randall
 
W.
 
Anderson
 
Library
 
Assistant
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e 
Blood 
bank
 
sinks
 
teeth
 
into
 
3 
 
 
 
44. 
Dracula
 
couldn't
 do 
it betterS Maggie Blakey, R.N., watches
 on 
as 
Taylor 
gives 
blood for the Stanford Mobile
 Unit. 
.htor,
 
Susan  
By Tamers
 Caslas 
Staff Writer 
Trying to 
take
 the bite 
out of low 
supplies,  the 
Standford
 
University  
Mobile  Blood 
Bank will 
collect  blood 
at
 S.U. Loma 
Prieta
 room 
from  10 a.m.
 
to
 4 p.m. 
through
 Friday.
 
The 
mobile 
unit 
collects 
blood five 
days a 
week  at 
area 
businesses,
 
schools
 and
 
churches.
 
The 
mobile
 
unit 
gathers  
up to 
50 pints
 on 
a 
busy 
day. 
Stanford  
Hospital 
uses 100
 pints 
per  
day. 
The 
difference
 is 
made 
up by 
buying 
blood 
and
 plasma
 from 
private
 
blood 
collecting
 
agencies.
 
To give
 blood, 
a donor 
SJSU
 
students
 
must be at least 17 i 
under  
18 requires 
parental 
consent), in good health 
and weigh at 
least 110 
pounds. 
A potential donor can 
never have 
had  hepatitis. 
Persons 
who  had a 
venereal disease 
or 
mononucleosis must wait a 
specified time before 
donating.  
All of the 
blood 
donated
 
to the mobile
 unit is 
taken  
to 
Stanford 
Hospital.  
Small  
viles  of the blood 
are tested 
for 
virus'  and 
various  
diseases 
before  used. 
Once 
the blood 
is 
removed from
 the donor, 
it
 
is kept 
at room 
tem-
perature until
 the blood 
sepal
 ales into red blood 
cells and clear 
plasma. 
Later, the 
plasma  
separates 
from the white 
cells to 
be used for 
persons  
who have 
trouble getting 
their blood to 
coagulate  
after a 
cut. 
For each 
pint  of blood 
donated,
 the donor 
receives
 
a 
credit for a pint of blood. 
Guardian 
Angels
 
organize
 
locally 
By Wade Barber 
Staff Writer 
The Guardian Angels, 
a 
volunteer group that 
patrols streets top reduce 
crime in 
cities across the 
nation, is 
organizing  a 
San  
Jose chapter. 
Ken 
Carson, leader of 
the San 
Francisco chapter, 
spoke to SJSU 
Professor  
Stephen Prater's ad-
ministration of justice 
class 
Thursday  about the 
positive 
ways people can 
help
 one 
another.  
"The 
Guardian Angels 
was organized 
to act as a 
responsible
 deterrent
 to 
crime in 
the streets
 and we 
now 
feel that
 the time 
is 
right 
to begin 
a 
chapter
 in 
San  Jose," 
Carson 
said.  
Carson 
said 
the 
Guardian 
Angels is 
"ac-
tively 
establishing  
contacts 
in the 
San  Jose 
area
 and 
expects 
to be 
accepting 
applicants  within 
the  next 
month." 
The 
angels 
walk 
neighborhoods
 in three
 to 
10 -member
 patrol 
groups.  
They
 dress in 
distinc-
tive 
white 
T-shirts,
 em-
blazoned with 
their group's 
Lower
 
division
 
requirements
 
change
 
for 
students  with 48 
units  
or
 
less
 
By Marian
 Griffin
 
Staff
 
Writer  
Because  
of 
possible  
changes  
in 
General  
Education
 
requirements,  
students
 
taking  
lower 
division
 courses
 for G.E.
 
credit  should 
check to 
see if 
their 
courses  
are  on 
the 
approved  
list. 
The 
list
 is 
printed  
in 
student's
 
fall 
class 
schedule.
 It 
contains  
maior 
revisions written
 in the 
approved  
list 
of
 lower
 
division
 courses
 on 
pages  
21 and 23. 
The  
approved
 list 
of 
courses
 is 
also  
inside  
the
 
September
 1981
 edition
 of 
"A
 Guide 
to the 
Selection
 of 
General
 
Education
 
Courses
 
for 
Students."  
Students
 can 
pick 
this 
hand-out  
up in 
the 
General
 
Education
 
Advisement
 
Center, Library North, 
room 112. 
According to Lowell 
Walter, director of ad-
vising at SJSU,
 students 
may be unaware of the new 
list of G.E. credit. Students 
may have registered for a 
class 
believing  it would 
suffice 
for  G.E. credit, but 
unless it is on the list it is 
not approved. 
Students
 
in 
this 
predicament
 
must
 
make
 
the 
necessary
 
adjustments
 
before 
the 
end 
of
 the 
add/drop
 
period,
 
Friday.
 
Many
 
classes
 
were
 
either
 
taken  
off 
the
 
previous
 
list 
or 
added
 to 
the 
new
 
one.  
This 
will 
affect  
all  
California
 
State  
University
 
and  
college
 
system
 
students
 
who 
have
 
less 
A.S.  
searches
 
for  
student
 
to 
bring
 
activities
 to campus 
By 
Maureen  
Keenan  
Staff 
Writer  
The A.S. Program 
Board is in need of a 
forums
 chairperson 
to 
bring guest lecturers, 
Spartan
 
Daily  
Ser lag
 the San 
Jove  Slate 
1; 
niversity 
Community
 
Shier 
1934 
I UCPS 508-4110)
 
Second
 class 
postage 
paid
 at San 
Jose.  
California.
 Member
 of Cal-
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Newspaper
 
Publishers  
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and  the 
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Press. 
Published 
daily by 
San 
Jose
 State 
University,  
during  
the 
college 
year,  The 
opinions  
expressed
 in the
 paper 
are not 
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 of the 
Depart-
ment
 of 
Journalism  and 
Mass 
Communications,
 the 
University
 
Administration
 or any
 student
 
or 
faculty 
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 Sub-
scriptions 
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 a remain-
der of 
semester  
basis.  Full 
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 Each 
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price 
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Advertising
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Printed 
by 
Independent
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tions. 
political 
debates 
and  other 
activities  
to
 campus 
along 
with
 
"whatever
 
else 
they
 
might 
want 
to get
 
together,"
 
said 
Bill  
Rolland,
 A.S. 
Program
 
Board 
director.
 
The 
Program 
Board 
has
 eight
 
members
 
responsible
 for 
bringing 
entertainment
 
to SJSU.
 
The 
position 
of forums
 
chairperson,
 though 
un-
filled 
and open
 to 
student
 
candidacy,
 does 
have 
qualifications
 that need 
to 
be  met. 
Students 
applying 
for 
the 
position  
must
 be 
enrolled  at 
SJSU and 
have 
at least 
a 2.0 
overall
 GPA. 
Persons
 who have
 been 
involved
 in 
organizing
 
entertainment
 
for 
fraternities  and 
clubs or 
someone
 
with 
any 
"programming
 
ex-
perience"
 would
 be 
welcome,
 Rolland
 said. 
Besides 
experience,  
the program 
board is 
looking for a 
person with 
motivation, 
an ability to 
communicate
 with 
diverse
 
groups 
and the time to 
commit to 
arranging 
programs. 
Arrangement  includes 
responsibility  for 
scheduling 
events,  
publicity
 and working 
within
 a budget. 
In 
the  past, the forums 
chairperson 
has brought 
people  like Dick 
Gregory 
and 
other  political activists 
to speak on campus.
 
Along 
with respon-
sibility
 for programs, the 
forums chairperson has to 
attend 
various  meetings, 
prepare monthly financial 
reports, and keep books 
and contracts in order.
 
Interested  
individuals
 
may
 fill 
out an 
application
 
for 
board  
membership
 
in 
the 
A.S.  
office
 in 
the S.U.
 
upper pad. 
Applicants
 will be 
selected by 
the A.S. 
Program  Board 
Selection  
Committee.  
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Try the 
Caltrans 
Peninsula 
Train  
to
 school
 for
 
the 
month
 
of
 
September,
 
FREE.  
Then,  buy 
an 
October
 
student 
pass  and get a 
Caltrain-KOME
 
bookbag  - free - 
with your ltiourchas. 
The Peninsula
 Train runs fast  and
 easy, San Jose to 
San Francisco - 
plenty of stops near 
your 
school  or college. 
See
 
your
 
nearest
 
Peninsula  Commuter 
Station ticket agent for 
details
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S.P.
 
TICKET
 
AGENT:  Give a freebie 
September
 pass 
to 
any 
student
 bearing 
this coupon 
and  
student
 
identification
 
Tell
 him 
or
 her how to get 
a free 
CALTRAIN-KOMF
 
bookbag  
by
 
purchasing
 
an 
October 
student
 
monthly
 ticket
 on 
the  
Caltrans  
Peninsula 
Train. 
than 
48
 completed
 units of 
G.E. 
credit.
 
It 
is important
 for 
students 
to
 consult 
the list 
of 
approved
 
General
 
Education  
courses  
each  
semester as published in 
the schedule of classes or in 
"A Guide to the Selection of 
General Education 
Courses." 
If 
students
 
have 
questions  
about  
their 
general
 
education
 
classes,
 
it is 
important
 for 
them 
to
 
receive
 
counseling
 in 
the 
G.E.  
Advisement
 
Center.
 
name set over 
a large 
winged and watching eye, a 
symbol of the group's 
vigilance. 
An eye-catching red 
beret completes the 
uniform, giving a hint of 
their pars -military style in 
which 
discipline  is strictly 
enforced.
 
"Our group goal is to 
act as a visual deterrent to 
those who prey on our 
neighbors and, if needed, to 
stop such actions 
in a 
positive and responsible
 
manner,"  Carson said. 
The Guardian Angels' 
main weapons are in-
timidation and numbers, 
which, according to Car-
son, are often enough to 
stop a crime without 
violence. 
"I can't stress enough 
that violence is 
used  only 
as a last resort to protect 
the helpless or ourselves 
when all other
 methods 
have failed," Carson said. 
Guardian Angel 
members 
Sam Reyes, 
Brian O'Brien and 
Denise
 
Johnson were also present 
with 
Carson.  
"We 
are  not political," 
Carson 
said, "but 
we do 
have ideals from
 which our 
non-profit 
organization 
draws
 from. We are
 totally 
against  
any  kind
 of 
racial  
or 
sexual 
discrimination
 
whatsoever
 and 
will 
not 
tolerate
 this 
behavior
 from 
our
 
members."
 
Carson 
does 
not  blame
 
law  
enforcement
 
officials
 
for the 
alarming  increases 
in violent crime. 
Instead he 
places blame on 
people's 
aversion 
to getting in-
volved.
 
"It's not the fault 
of the 
police," he added, "it's
 the 
people who are at fault, no 
question whatsoever. 
"People  too easily turn 
their back
 to a problem or 
are too lazy to get 
off their 
butts, unlock their 
doors 
and 
see  just what is going 
on in 
their neighborhood." 
The San 
Francisco  
chapter's 
31 members 
operate
 city-wide 
patrols 
and will soon 
be joined by 
45 
angels -in -training. 
"The angels 
don't  want 
to be policemen," 
Carson  
said, 
"but want to make 
people aware that they 
have the power to make 
citizen's arrests, file 
complaints and, if needed, 
to 
testify." 
Originating in New 
York City 
more  than two 
years ago with 
10
 mem-
bers, the group fought 
initial governmental 
skepticism by winning the 
respect of the 
person  on the 
street. 
Today,  the original 
NYC 
chapter
 of the 
Guardian Angels is more 
than 700 strong and 
operates 
unhindered  by 
police,  a result of its good 
deeds and public
 ac-
ceptance, which 
has been 
highlighted 
by the group's 
use of the media for 
positive
 results. 
Members are checked 
for references of character 
and 
criminal  background 
while 
undergoing  the three-
month 
training and 
orientation
 in the group. 
"Just
 because 
someone 
may  want to be an 
angel doesn't 
mean they 
will get 
in,"
 Carson 
stressed. 
Individualism
 is not 
encouraged
 during
 patrol 
hours, but 
instead  mem-
bers 
are taught 
the  im-
portance of 
teamwork,  
obeying
 orders and 
acting 
accordingly,
 not as a 
mob. 
"It looks real bad 
when 
five  or six people 
are 
beating 
up
 on one guy," 
Carson
 said. "We 
discourage this 
type  of 
action, but if necessary,
 we 
will fight." 
Carson, 
who  works for 
the 
San  Franciscl 
Municipal Railway 
as
 a 
mechanic, said 
trainees to 
the program can 
expect
 to 
spend a minimum of 10 
hours per 
week  in training. 
Brian 
O'Brien, 
who 
was wearing
 a symbolic 
green ribbon 
on his red 
beret MI memory 
of the 
slain Atlanta children, 
works days as a furniture 
mover. 
"I was born and raised 
in the Mission and Hunters 
Point districts," O'Brien 
said, "and feel that the 
time 
has  come for people to 
take to the streets and get 
to know their neighborhood 
and its people." 
GRADUATING  
ENGINEERS:
 
Sign up now for a 
look 
at one of the 
years
 best 
job 
offers
 
We offer civilian career opportunities
 that stress immediate "hands-on" 
responsibility your chance
 for recognition, reward and professional 
growth right from the start. 
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 known 
naval Institution. 
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 San Francisco Is just a bay away. 
.the 
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door...and  sailing or skiing 
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 as close 
as 
nest  week -end! To get complete information, 
contact  your placement 
office and sign 
up now for an interview.
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feature 
His
 
name
 
is crazy, too 
George cheers
 SJSU 
By Kris 
Eldred  
Staff 
Writer  
Some 
people  think 
he's 
high or 
drunk. 
Others  call 
him 
insane. 
His  official 
name, however,
 is Krazy 
George, 
and he is the
 
nation's
 only 
professional  
one-man  
cheerleading  
squad. 
Born George 
Michael  
Henderson
 in 
1944,  the 
SJSU graduate
 is fast 
becoming a hot 
attraction 
at sports 
events  nation-
wide. 
He 
hurries
 from sec-
tion  to section, 
encouraging  
otherwise quiet
 sports fans 
to 
cheer.  Using 
the  same 
style 
he developed 
at SJSU, 
he 
teases the audience, 
makes faces, and is often 
mistaken  for a 
drunken
 
fan. 
He likes to 
arrive  at 
games 
unannounced  so 
those who
 have never seen 
him  
before
 will 
think 
he's  
"just 
some 
weirdo
 off 
the 
street,"  
standing
 
and  
yelling 
in 
front 
of the
 
crowds. 
"People  see 
me
 as 
a 
fan. 
I follow 
the sport
 and I 
get  
excited  
about 
the 
plays," 
Henderson
 
said.  "I 
am not 
some 
little 
figure  
down
 on 
a 
stage
 
somewhere
 
selling  
cheers
 
only 
man 
who 
cheers  
for
 a 
living.
 
In
 the 
last 
two  
years,
 
Henderson
 
has 
received
 so 
many
 
work  
offers
 
he
 has 
had 
to 
in-
corporate.  
The 
K 
in 
Krazy
 
George,
 Inc. 
probably
 
came
 from
 the 
first 
time 
someone
 
asked 
for
 his 
autograph,
 he 
says.  
"After  
all, 
I was
 an 
'I 
don't
 
believe
 
in 
work'
 
no one can join in. I am in 
the stands. I am a spec-
tator."
 
There are 
men who 
portray team mascots, or 
cheerleading 
squads
 that 
work as a group, but Krazy 
George claims to be the 
Program
 seeking
 
volunteers
 
Industrial  
Studies  
major  
and  
everyone  
knows  
how 
bad their
 spelling
 is!"
 he 
said. 
"I 
am
 trying
 to 
get  my 
name 
changed  
from
 Krazy 
George,
 Inc. 
to
 'Sex 
Symbol 
of the Oakland
 
A's,' but 
people  keep 
calling me 
Krazy  George," 
added 
Henderson,  who 
has 
a 
cheering  
contract
 with 
the Oakland
 baseball club.
 
Henderson
 says that 
while the 
management  
of 
the 
A's forbids
 him from 
being  announced as 
a sex 
symbol,
 he continues to 
tell 
spectators
 about his 
hoped -
for 
name
 change. 
"When people ask me 
how I got started, there 
are  
two things I could tell 
them: the truth, 
or
 my 
favorite story 
about  how 
the teams 
realized  that 
with 45 ugly players they 
needed
 a sex symbol. So, 
they looked all over the 
country  and picked me to 
offset all those 
players,"  
!Crazy George 
explains,  
blushing. 
"Unfortunately," he 
quickly adds,
 "no one else 
thinks of me as a sex 
Students
 
'Share'
 with 
kids
 
By
 
Marian
 
Griffin  
Staff 
Writer
 
Students  
interested
 in 
earning
 one to 
three units,
 
and
 at 
the 
same  
time 
providing 
themselves
 with 
a 
little 
brother  
or
 sister,
 
should
 look 
into 
Operation  
Share.
 
Operation
 Share
 is a 
service  in 
which college
 
students  
can 
involve 
themselves
 with 
children  
who,  for 
various
 reasons, 
have 
been 
neglected.  
Many
 
of 
them  have 
had
 little 
opportunity
 to 
grow 
academically  
since 
the  
first 
grade.  
According
 to 
Share's  
Theresa 
Mendenhall,
 most 
youngsters
 involved 
in the 
program
 are 
two or 
three  
years 
behind 
their 
peer
 
educationally.
 Many 
have 
emotional  
problems  
which 
need 
to be dealt
 with. 
"Some  kids 
are 
starved 
emotionally  
because
 of 
negligent
 
parents.
 Others 
are  from 
single
-parent
 
families  
where
 little 
time is 
available  
for 
them,"  
Mendenhall 
said.  
"The kids 
need people 
to listen and
 relate to 
their  
problems," she
 added. 
The 
program  can 
alter
 
a 
volunteer's  career 
direction.
 Mendenhall
 
spoke of 
a woman 
who, 
because of 
her involvement
 
with the 
service,  changed
 
her major 
from early 
childhood 
education  to 
something else. 
"Through 
the  program 
the woman learned
 of her 
dislike 
for working 
with 
children, and 
decided she 
no longer wanted
 the field 
of 
early 
childhood
 
education for 
her  career," 
declared 
Mendenhall.
 
Another
 example 
given 
was a 
young man 
who 
decided 
to become a 
teacher after 
being  a Share 
tutor. 
The number 
of units 
earned 
depends 
on the 
volunteer's  degree 
of in-
volvement.
 To earn 
one 
unit,  students 
must  work 
with 
a child three 
hours a 
week. A second 
unit is 
earned when 
the student 
also attends the Share class 
and two program ac-
tivities. 
These activities are 
parties held for both the 
children and 
their  tutors at 
different times of the year, 
including Halloween and 
Christmas.  
The third unit is earned 
when the student works 
with a child five hours a 
week, attends the class
 and 
also participates in the 
activities. 
In addition to helping 
the child, the tutors must 
talk to the child's teacher 
once a month, and keep 
track of the child's 
progress. Mendenhall also 
suggests the tutors talk to 
the child's parents oc-
casionally. The 
only 
qualification a Share tutor 
must have, she said, is a 
willingness to make a 
commitment and stick 
with 
it. 
The original program 
was started at SJSU by 
SHOP  
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Gilbert Solano 
in 
1966. 
Solano 
was a 
community  
specialist 
who believed
 
Spanish 
children 
should 
have bilingual education. 
The 
coordinator
 now 
is 
Elaine
 Joachim,
 whose 
goal is to 
involve
 300 people 
from SJSU in the
 service. 
Twenty students 
have  
signed up for the 
class  so 
far this semester, 
ac-
cording to Mendenhall. 
"I feel 
students should 
participate in 
the program 
because
 today's kids are
 
our 
future's 
community,"  
she 
said. "The kids of San 
Jose should 
have  the op-
porttunties  given to them
 
which students have had. 
"They should also have 
the chance to attend 
a 
university of their choice in 
the 
future. With SJSU's 
students assistance
 many 
of them will have 
that 
opportunity.
 
For 
further  in-
formation about 
the 
program, stop by Room 343 
of Sweeney
 Hall or call 277-
3257. 
The 
author
 
of 
yesterday's
 
feature
 
on
 low 
riders
 
was 
Julie  
Pitta,
 
Spartan  
Daily
 staff
 
writer.  
Ed. 
Krazy 
George  
Henderson 
prepares  to 
lead  
the  
Spartan  
band
 in a cheer at 
the SJSU-Santa
 
Clara  
game
 
last 
Saturday.  
Henderson  
helped  
spirit
 the 
football
 team 
to
 a 41-7 
win. 
symbol' 
His true background in 
cheerleading started at 
SJSU when 
it was still 
known as SJSC. He 
tran-
sferred to 
SJSU  in 1965 
after spending three
 years 
at 
Napa  Junior College and 
graduated
 in 1971. 
"I was 
on
 the brilliant 
nine-year college 
plan.  It 
was a very special 
program that 
not many 
people are ever selected 
for," he said. "Actually, I 
was going to wait for the 
tenth year  I thought there 
was a retirement
 plan," he 
said. 
Henderson  remembers 
his third year at 
SJSC  when 
a classmate, Don Bogdan, 
took him to a football 
game. During the game, 
Bogdan
 encouraged him to 
help lead cheers in the 
crowd.
 
"He had brought a 
drum and a bugle to 
the  
game," Henderson said. 
"Since I couldn't play the 
bugle, I had 
to take the 
drum," which has "been 
my trademark ever since." 
The drum, according to 
Henderson, helps to get 
people's attention for the 
two or three seconds it 
takes to start a cheer. 
At the end of that 
season, Henderson 
and  
Bodgan 
were asked by the 
SJSU 
cheerleaders  to try 
out for the cheerleading
 
squad. Both tried  out, 
but 
only Henderson made it. 
"It was really funny. 
Bogdan was possessed with 
school spirit. AU he wanted 
to do was practice the 
routines for tryouts  
19th
 
of
 
September
 
Celebration
 
Concert
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SAN JOSE STATE 
UNIVERSITY  
Saturday
 
 
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Stadium
 
1 
PM 
to 
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Ni\ 
CON FUNK 
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TOWER
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Escovedo)  
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 ROJAS 
Tickets
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SJSU Associated 
Students
 
Business
 
Office
 
41114.6'' 
Tickets 
$8.00
 
advance  
$10.00 at 
door...available
 
all BASS
 
outlets  
throughout
 
the  Bay 
Area 
at 
routines I 
never  could 
complete without making a 
mistake  
and build floats. 
He even 
bought a van and 
painted it with San Jose 
State,"  Henderson said.
 
He stayed with the 
squad through the first half 
of a 
game  and 
decided 
leading 
cheers 
away
 from 
the
 crowd was
 not where 
he 
belonged.
 
"I 
grabbed 
my drum 
and 
headed  for 
the stands,
 
where  I 
prefer  to 
do
 my 
cheering,"
 
Henderson
 said.
 
After he earned 
his 
degree, Henderson took a 
job as an 
industrial
 arts 
teacher at Buchser High 
School in Santa
 Clara. 
"I went to all the teams 
I cheered for," he said,
 
"and told them if they 
didn't start paying 
me
 
enough to  earn 
a living on, 
I'd have to 
keep  teaching 
and quit 
them;  so they 
decided
 to 
up 
my
 fees 
and I 
quit  
teaching  
instead."
 
Henderson
 
now 
makes  
"more 
in 
a 
month  
for 
cheering
 
than
 
I 
made  
teaching
 a 
year  
at 
Buchser."
 
He
 has
 
full-time
 
contracts with the Houston 
Oiler, the
 B.C. Lions la 
Canadian football team), 
the Oakland 
A's, the 
Wichita Wings, and the 
Edmonton  Oilers. 
Though he averages
 12 
games a month all year 
long, Krazy 
George  doesn't 
turn down offers 
if he can 
do
 the game. 
"But," 
he said, "if I 
look at 
the calendar and 
see that I'm doing 20 games 
a month, I just up the fee by 
$300 
and that eliminates 
some of the offers." 
Henderson 
also works 
in commercials,
 promoting 
pizza houses, shoe stores, 
and used car 
lots all over 
the U.S. His commercials 
are 
not  sophisticated, 
according to Henderson, 
but he eventually 
hopes to 
become
 so well-known 
through his cheering that 
he can channel all 
his  
activities  
into 
promotions.
 
"I 
don't
 
believe
 
in 
work," 
he 
explained.  " 
I 
believe  
in
 doing 
my six
 or 
seven
 games
 a 
week  and 
having
 fun 
the rest 
of the 
time." 
Krazy
 
George,
 
who  
helped 
cheer  
SJSU
 to  a 
41-7
 
victory 
over the 
Santa 
Clara Broncos
 Saturday, 
is
 
not sure he will 
be able to 
attend
 any other 
SJSU 
games. 
But,  he says, 
he
 enjoys 
cheering
 for his alma 
mater.  His favorite cheer is 
one in which 
the  men yell, 
"Get a little..." and the 
women 
respond,  "YAR-
DAGE!" 
SJSU
 is about the
 only 
place 
he's  allowed to 
use  it. 
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Hernandez  
returns  to 
SJSU
 
By
 Mark J. Tennis 
Staff Writer 
When Mani Hernandez,
 
one
 
of SJSU's 
all-time 
great
 
athletes,  retired  
from 
competitive
 
soccer
 
last 
year, 
SJSU 
soccer coach 
Julie
 
Menendez 
jumped
 at 
the 
chance  to hire him as 
his new 
assistant  
coach.
 
"We're very close. We 
gs2 back many years," 
U 
e ndez said.
 "And when 
I 
found
 
out he was 
available
 
I asked him to 
coach.
 
"He had a fantastic
 
career
 
here,"  
Menendez  
continued.
 "He was 
one  of 
the 
best 
players  
I've  ever
 
had." 
Speaking  
of 
Her-
nandez'
 SJSU
 
career,  
fantastic
 is 
definitely
 
the  
word.
 
In
 
1968, 
Hernandez
 
entered
 
the 
Spartan
 
line-up
 
as
 a 
sophomore
 
and  led
 the
 
Spartans
 
to
 their
 
highest  
finish
 
ever
 in 
the
 
NCAA  
playoffs
 
with  a 
13-2 
record.
 
The
 
Spartans
 
ad-
vanced
 
to 
the 
semi-final
 
round  
that
 year,
 but
 lost
 in 
mIv  
Many 
Moan  
Assistant
 soccer coach 
Mani
 Hernandez 
Lady Spartans
 meet No. 
Northwestern  
spikers  
11 
Buoyed  
by
 its 
persuasive  
victory 
in its 
season  
opener  
last 
week,  
SJSU's
 
women's
 
volleyball  
team is 
convinced
 it 
st be 
able  to 
compete
 
with  
Northwestern
 
University,
 the 
1,6. 
11
 team 
in
 the 
nation,  
tonight
 at 
7:30 in 
the  
Men's
 
Gym.
 
Coach
 Dick 
Montgomery
 
and  the 
rest of 
the  team 
' 
watched  
Northwestern
 
battle 
Santa 
Clara  
for
 five 
sets  
Monday 
night and 
were not
 awed. 
"We  
feel
 
comfortable
 
with our
 chances
 of 
competing
 
with them,"
 
Montgomery
 
said.  
SJSU
 may 
be 
without
 the 
services
 of 
freshman
 
outside  
hitter
 Linda 
Fournet,
 who is 
being 
bothered  
by a 
painful  
tendinitis
 
condition
 in her
 right 
knee.  
The 
game
 will 
be 
broadcast  
by KSJS
 (90.7 
FM) 
' 
starting
 at 7:20
 p.m. 
General  
admission
 tickets
 are 
82
 and 
student 
admission  
is $1. 
overtime 
to
 the University 
of Maryland.
 
In those 15 games, 
Hernandez
 scored a 
remarkable total
 of 26 
goals, which 
is still a single 
season Spartan record. 
Last year, Sergio Cardoso 
tied Hernandez' 
mark, but 
it must be noted that 
Cardoso played five more 
games.  
At the conclusion of the 
1968
 season, Hernandez 
was
 picked as the 
North  
American 
Collegiate 
Soccer Player of the Year. 
How 
many SJSU athletes 
have 
been national 
collegiate
 players of the 
year
 in any 
sport?  
The SJSU soccer 
record book is filled with 
Hernandez' name. In 
a 1969 
game against UC-Santa 
Cruz, Hernandez hit for 
seven goals to set the single 
game  scoring record. His 
career total of 29 
assists
 is 
another record. 
The brighest moment 
in Hernandez' 
soccer 
career, however, had 
nothing to do with SJSU. 
Playing for the U.S. 
national team in 1971, 
Hernandez scored the goal 
to put the U.S. into the 1972 
Summer  Olympics. 
With the United States 
trailing El 
Salvador 1-0 in 
the second half of a 
qualifying game, Her-
nandez connected to tie the 
score enabling the U.S. 
team to advance into the 
next elimination round 
against 
Jamaica.  The U.S. 
ten downed Jamaica 
2-1 to 
qualify 
for the Olympics. 
"That game against El 
Salvador was incredible," 
Hernandez said. "The 
game was down there and 
the stadium was full with 
35,000 people. There were 
When 
you've
 tried 
everything
 
else...  
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hanging
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"After I scored to 
tie 
the game,
 the people 
were
 
so mad at their team
 that 
they  were 
throwing  
watermelons and 
tran-
sistor 
radios  at 
them,"
 he 
added. 
"Being  able 
to 
represent
 your country 
has 
got to be 
the greatest
 
satisfaction
 that an 
athlete  
can have," 
he concluded.
 
After 
his  amateur 
career  ended,
 Hernandez
 
played  for 
a few 
professional
 teams,
 in-
cluding 
the  San 
Jose 
Earthquakes.
 He 
was a 
member  of the 
Ear-
thquakes'
 1975 
indoor 
season title
-winning team.
 
"This 
is a real
 joy for 
me," 
Hernandez
 said 
of his 
coming
 back 
to
 coach 
at
 
SJSU.
 "This
 is one
 of the 
best teams
 SJSU 
has ever
 
had.
 
There  
are  
no
 
weaknesses.
 The
 defense
 
has
 got to 
be
 the 
best
 in the 
country
 right 
now and
 we 
have a 
very 
intelligent  
and 
creative
 midfield."
 
This 
year's 
Spartans  
also
 
feature
 the
 high
-
scoring
 
tandem
 of 
Giulio 
Bernardi
 
and  
Sergio  
Cardoso.  
"I really
 like 
Sergio 
and 
Giulio,"  
Hernandez  
said.  "They 
are 
definite  
pro 
prospects
 and are 
good  
team  
players."
 
'Fight 
of
 the 
Century'  
analysis 
Hearns  
won't
 
handle
 
Ray
 
1 
By Michael
 Liedtke 
Staff
 
Writer  
At one 
time, 
Roberto  
Duran  
was
 one 
of the 
most  
feared  
men  in 
boxing.
 The 
man
 with 
hands 
of stone
 
was 
once 
regarded
 as a 
 
pillar
 of 
granite  in 
the ring,
 
immune
 to 
annihilation.
 
That
 image 
held 
true  
until  
Sugar  
Ray  
Leonard
 
exposed  
the  
quintessential
 
killer 
as a 
quitter
 last 
November.
 
A 
smiliar  
fate
 awaits
 
Thomas
 (Hit 
Man) 
Hearns  
tonight  
when 
he 
fights 
Leonard
 
for 
the
 
undisputed
 
welterweight
 
championship
 at 
Caesars
 
Palace
 in Las
 Vegas.
 
Hearns
 
won't  
quit,
 but 
Leonard
 may
 
make
 him 
wish
 he 
had.
 
Like 
Duran,
 
the  
un-
defeated
 
Hearns
 is 
an 
awesome
 
puncher,
 
knocking
 out 
all but 
two of 
his 
opponents
 in 
his  32 
victories.
 
But 
Leonard
 
has  
proven  
he can
 roll 
with 
the  
punches,
 so 
Hearns
 may
 
have
 to 
resort
 to 
other 
weapons
 in 
his 
arsenal.
 
However, 
Hearns has 
very little 
ammunition  to 
unleash
 besides
 his 
bazooka
 blows. 
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He lacks
 Leonard's 
machine-gun
 
quickness.
 
Leonard's
 
gritty
 
savvy,
 
and
 
Leonard's
 
con-
summate
 
boxing
 
skills.
 
Hearns,  
a 
flat-footed  
slugger,
 has 
hinted  
that
 he 
may 
alter his
 style 
or the 
Leonard
 fight 
by 
staying
 on 
his toes 
more. 
Leonard
 would
 relish 
- 
- and
 eat 
up  
such  a 
change  in 
Hearns' 
style. 
"I 
don't 
think 
he is 
coordinated
 
enough 
to 
box," 
Leonard
 
stated.
 
Leonard
 has a 
point. At 
6 -foot
-1,
 
Hearns
 
looks
 
gangly
 
and  
ungainly
 
in the
 
ring 
at 
times,
 
an 
ap-
pearance
 
which
 
will  
only 
be 
accentuated
 
by 
Leonard's
 
guile  
and
 
grace.
 
Another
 
factor
 
which  
could work 
against Hearns 
is the magnitude of the 
bout, 
which 
is, of 
course,  
being 
billed  as 
The 
Fight  of 
The Century. 
Hearns 
has  never 
really
 
experienced  
life 
under  a 
looking 
glass 
before. On 
the other 
hand, 
Leonard's  
every
 move has 
been
 magnified 
for years. 
Hearns'
 
endurance
 and 
overall 
toughness  
is also 
suspect. 
Besides 
Pipino  
Cuevas,
 
the
 WBA 
welterweight
 
champion
 has
 never 
fought  
a 
truly  top
-caliber  
op-
ponent
 and has
 only 
gone
 
the 
distance  twice 
(neither 
were 15 -round
 bouts). 
Leonard, 
the WBC
 
welterweight
 
champion  
and 
WBA 
junior  
mid-
dleweight
 
titlist,
 
has  
been 
through
 
gladiator
 
wars
 
with 
Wilfred  
Benitez  
and 
Duran,  
so 
there
 
should  
be 
no
 question about 
his 
mental 
and physical 
toughness  for this 
epic 
battle. 
Look for Hearns to 
come 
out swinging and 
probably win most of the 
early rounds as he tries 
to 
hit
 Leonard with his best 
shot. 
But as Hearns becomes 
progressively  more tired 
and frustrated, expect 
Leonard to asset 
himself
 
just 
before  the midway 
point of 
the bout. 
It won't be 
short,
 but it 
should be 
sweet. Sugar Ray
 
will
 win on a TKO in the
 
14th round 
WELCOME
 TO 
SUGALAND 
S tudent U nion G ames 
A rea 
lower
 level, student union 
take a break from school 
Games
 
area  
hours  
M-Th 
Fri 
Sat 
Sun 
8 
a.m.-12
 mid 
8:30a.m.-1a.m.
 
12 
noon -lam.  
12 
noon -12 mid 
SUGALAND
 SPECIAL
 
Bowl one game FREE 
any time
 lanes are 
available. 
EXPIRES 
SEPT 30, 1981 
ONE 
PER CUSTOMER 
BOWLING BILLIARDS 
PINBALL, TABLE TENNIS 
FOOSBALL, 
SNACK BAR 
VIDEOS
 
SUGALAND
 
SPECIAL
 
Play 15 
minutes of 
FREE  pool 
any time 
tables
 ore
 open. 
EXPIRES 
9/30/81
 
ONE 
PER CUSTOMER
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
GET THE
 
EDGE' 
Prepare
 to take 
the GRE, GMAT. LSAT or NTE 
with on campus prep Sessions
 
Outstanding  faculty Low fee 
Courses  start every few weeks 
Call 
Continuing  Education.  San 
Jose 
State  University.
 
14081  
277 
2182 There is no substitution
 for 
Preparation.
 
ENGINEERS
 E IT 
results
 wanted 
from test 
no
 A 4/81. 320 for first 
reed P01492 Santa Cruz 95061 
ROCK THE BOAT Bay Cruise 
Party
 2 bars Music 
by
 
Lens 
Boat 
boards  7 4$. Oct 
9 For 
more info call Delta
 Sigma 
Phi 
at 297 
2167  
or
 995 $761 
CHILD SEXUAL 
ABUSE 
Treatment
 
program needs volunteers
 and 
interns 
Personally  
rewarding
 
work 
Call
 Dorothy or 
Nancy  
at 
799 
2475 
HELP WANTED
 
WAiTERS/WAITRESSES,BART
 
ENDERS
 Male,Fernale
 call 
219
 
8797  
COMPANIONS 
HOW!,
 wage 
Work afternoons.
 eveninoS 
Weekend,
 
with 
retarded persons 
in their 
tomes P40  eyperiente 
needed we trAn 
856 MI or 064 
7759
 
JOINT vENTURE U 
contribute 
Work. i add 
ownership  
ann 
direction we divide 
profits
 
equally
 
7 or 
more 
men  
BUSSERS  AND 
WAITERS
 Wanted 
Lunch 
and  Dinner 
ecellent  tips 
Eulipta  Restaurant  
37410 
first
 
sr
 
7106161
 
TRAINEES 
Doorpersons, 
cocktail
 
servers 
Part time. 
aPtahr
 in 
persOnSunnys
 DISCO. 
721 Willem 
St . San Jose 
Thurs Thru 
Sunday
 
1p
 im 
to tam 
 
GROCERY
 
CLERK  
7 It 
near 
5.150,
 port time, swing/grave
 
11th
 
and San 
Carlos  
Apply 
before
 2p 
JOBS  NOW' Perm 
lull or part 
time 
telephone
 
confer,
 work 
avail within 1 7 mile of 
campy* 
Open 
/ 
days. 16 hrs
 
a day 
and 
a we can 
giveyou
 
a work 
schedule
 
 
to 
Suit
 
your
 
class 
scliedirle  
ltuarah,,O nri, 
wage pius 
liberal
 bonus Also, 
limited
 
number 
of supervisory  
positions
 
now open These will fin last so 
call 279
 2117 
tor
 
appoint
 
WOULD YOU LIKE to 
build  
your  
corn 
financial future within the 
next 
year
 or
 two
 with terrifK 
rewards and a tax break? Call 
Br.n at 798 7308 alter 
$ 
00
 P m 
WANTED Ambitious,  
Goal  
Oriented  Individual
 Op 
portunity
 tor 
Unlimited
 
Income 
Pregualify for 
Orientation Call 
231 9455
 between 8 and 5 M F 
Leave name and number 
BUSY EXPANDING OFFICE needs 
1 
Assist  of< cop 
necess 
heavy
 
filing. 10 hrs. wk 
53 50 to fa cop 
helpful
 Most
 
like 
people and 
essential.heavy phones,
 public 
type
 
70 
hrsiwk 53 SO to 94 
Call  
I.:inda 998 0223 or appt 
TELEPHONE SALES 
Guaranteed 
salary 
II hr part time
 MOO 
kconsin Contact Len or Charles 
249 2786 
FOR 
SALE 
SKI 
SET 185 
KASTLE.
 
Tirolia
 760 
bindings. w'ski brakes site 51/7 
Caber boots. poles earl cOnd 
1225 997 
3354 
SKI. BOOTS and bindings 990  
Rossionoi
 160's Ladles
 bunt
 site 
9 287 
6660 
VESPA 78 P700E  55 
mpg maint 
free trans SI 100 734 jib 
evenings 
CHRYSLER
 THREE 
HUNDRED  
with AC 
9875 Schwonn Varsity 
10 
Speed 135 Phone 2137 
9231 
IRS 00 MOD I 
software
 Microsoft 
Fortran
 110/Macr0 80, Vitt. 32 
9100 
RS
 Cobol. ver 13. Mod ill 
also 4150 
RS 
Advert(' Stet 
Analysis RS Disk 
mail lilt 470 
MIS Curve 
Fit Plot 
Props  
570 
867 MI 
GOOD 
USED
 
FURNITURE
 
Dinettes  979  50 and up 
Sofa
 and
 
Chair  sets 510,90
 and up 
Cnests. 
6910 and up 
Lamps. 
se 90 
and 
up
 Table 
sets  
IT
 
Pc 
t,
 
119 50 and up Bedroom 
Sets
 IS 
Pc
 
I, 917990
 And up 
Only a 
sample
 of 
our  large selection 
r r!, t 
F sir 
n.ture 
Rental 
Clearance  Center
 4995 
Stevens  
Creek Blvd . Santa Clara. 
One 
block east of Lawrence Ex 
pressway 904 0433 
TOYOTA COROLLA 1971. 
$800. 
Good 
mileage,  new
 
reds. 
in 
tenor 
Kelt, runs good 6792010 
BEDROOM
 FURNITURE Good 
quality.
 reasonable
 
Prices 
Complete bed (full sae). 
dresser 
desk
 combo., night 
stands,
 lamps, mirrors. chairs 
(upholstered. and chair stands
 
Day 775 (1851 
Nights  749 5793 
HOUSING 
FEMALE
 to Share 
large beautiful
 
home
 near 
SJSU
 Quiet and 
responsible
 female 
please Call 
aft,  I 
go p 
m 947
 1034
 
ROOM Run of house 9293 Grad 
real estate mir 
Orel 0482776 
Don 
2 BDRM 
FLAT.  Walk
 to 
Campus,  
9425
 ma
 
fireplace, laundry 
good 
area Call Carl 297 7960 
day*
 
"MATE WANTED" to share
 
a hr 
towhnouse
 washer, dryer,
 to 
min 
froth 
SJSU $1 /5 
m0 
Pk, 
one third°, and! 2718119 
FREE SMALL COTTAGE for  
giir 
in 
exchange  I 1/2
 
hour a do, 
house 
work  
Car  needed 
Ho,
 
258 1276 
BEAUTIFUL
 SPACtOU'.  
BUILDING Coed courtyard 
kitchen. fireplace, piano, linens 
color TV,  
parking
 
sso
 
tO 
tg, 
weekly 202 So II
 St
 OFFICE
 
122 
N 1St 998 0223 
YAMAHA 
78 650 Excellent cond 
Only 
I2K 
PIUS 
ektraS
 
SS
 mhq
 
Call
 Lance 
2579045
 
SERVICES
 
SHAW'S  LIGHTWEIGHT
 CYCLES
 
Racing And 
?During  
SpflKialiSts 
Specializing in 
bicycles  
tadored
 
to Ine
 rider's
 needs 
With  
prover,
 
compOnts
 and accessories 
Ful,
 
lilted
 clothing 
and shoes, 
cop,.  
wheelbuilding,
 complete
 roma!! 
services. 
100IS by 
Cempegnoin
 
131 
E Williams Street San Jose 
Cal
 799 
5674 
PARKING
 Close to campus
 Daily 
or 
monthly
 rates Call 
797  2960 
BAD HABIT 5 member 
Top 40 
dance band available fOr
 
weddings and parties 
Come 
hear us 
play Call tor auditions
 
251 8518 Jaime 
or 238 8765 
Stuart 
NEED A GIFT quick? 
But no time to 
shop or wrap or deliver
 it, We'll 
dolt
 all for you! No!
 we're not a 
florist We're "Everything 
But  
Flowers" callus'
 793 GIFT 
foe
 
balloonagrams.
 gourmet 
food 
and wine baskets You want it 
we'll create it.  and 
wrap  it and 
deliver
 it
 
for 
you 
Call  us! 793 
GIFT 
Unique gifts from
 
925.00 
TYPING
 
TYPING, 
ALL KINDS 
Expo, 
fast
 
and 
accurate  SI 00 DBL 
spaced 
Page 
Editing.  
over night turn 
around and ober writing 
extra 
Call
 914 
7086  
WEEKEND 
TYPING
 IBM Electric 
SI 00page 
Editing  274 9457 
TYPING 
Thesis, Term 
Papers.
 
Etc . Experienced
 and fast, 
reasonable 
rates Phone
 269 
8674 
TYPING  
22   
experience 
Theses,
 resumes,
 reports,
 
dissertations.
 editing 
All for 
mats 
Deadlines
 guaranteed 
Neat.  accurate 
So San 
Jose  
Kathie, 
578  1216 
JANE'S 
PROF 
TYPING
 
Service 
Accurate
 
high
 
ClUelity,
 deadlines 
guaranteed 
Reports,
 
theses
 
resumes,  
research
 papers 
etc Work. 
performed
 on IBM 
Selectric II 
Copy
 
Service
 available with 
nominal fee 
Here
 
is to 
another
 
smashing 
semester.  
Call
 751 
5942 
TYPING
 
Neat and 
accurate. 
reasonable
 rates 
Located  in So 
San Jose Ask for Lori at 281
 
4874 
TYPING High Quality, last turn 
around. 
friendly service, tree 
copyof 
each  report CAII 
Girl 
Friday  Secretarial
 Service, 
787 
9120. 
LOS 
ALTOS/PALO  ALTO 
Selectric 
III and Electronic 
typing
 $1 75 
per double 
spaced  page. 
70 yrs 
exper. for SJSU students
 
Irene 948 7015 or 494 62011 
BEST
 
PRICES  Best
 
machine
 287 
4350 
WILLOW  
GLEN/ALMADEN
 
competent  typing and 
editing
 of 
term
 papers, reports an 
dresumes
 
fuse Univ approved 
formats) Call Marcia at 266 
944 
TYPING
 Done in 
my home 
Reasonable,  last 
and accurate 
Call 
Lynn
 738 1914. 
TYPING Accuracy, neatnitst. 
deadlines
 guaranteed 
Exp in 
theses, reports, din...tenons
 
APO
 
SJSU  
Grad  Stud IBM 
Set 
II So San
 
Jose/Blossom
 Valley 
Janet 227 9525 
CAMBRIAN/LOS
 
GATOS 
Experienced
 typist All 
formats
 
IBM correcting 
Selectric III 
Chace
 of 
type
 
site
 and style. 
Pica 
double
 spaced 
page/from  
51 
Letters/S1 50 
Resumes/ from SS Registered 
thesis
 
typist 
NO 
heave
 
numerical
 tabulating Call 
Pat 
in S) home
 at 356 2085 
PERSONALS
 
GARY 
ROE,
 
you
 are 
Me best 
Sammy  ever, Thanks for your 
littlegift
 Katie 
(Ch.') 
BRIAN, mv 
bestest  buddy. I love 
you
 
and  I'll always
 wish
 the best 
for you. Love. Pammtnitunm 
(11171y. 
DOR IN THIUS 
BEWARE.
 Pigman 
spreads swine 
flue to SJSU 
Avoid this 
immense
 boar for 
biter or 
worse going hog wild 
BiOrn free 
GUY,
 SELL 
TRADE
 
Oft RENT THROUGH
 THE 
CLASSIFIED
 
ADS
 
Ad Rates 
Minimum three lines on 
one day 
Each 
(Me
 Two Three Four Five Extra 
Day Days Days Days Days 
Day  
3 lines $289
 
$350
 $385
 
$405 
$420
 
$70
 
4 lines 
$350
 
0420
 
$455 
$475
 
$490
 $70
 
51ines $420
 
$490
 $525 $545
 
$$ 00 $ 70 
limes $490
 
$506
 
$685 $615
 
1631)
 $70 
Each 
additional  line add. $ 70 
Semester Bales !All Issues, 
imes $3000 
* 
III lines $45 00  15 lines 
$6000
 
Phone 277-3175 
Circle a Classihcation 
Announcements
 
Automotive 
For Sale 
Help Wanted 
Housing 
I cist 
&
 
Pi,uo,l 
Personals 
Services
 
Travel 
Stereo Typing  
Print name 
Address
 
Enclosed is 
$ 
CARING  HANDICAPPED 
MAN 
would  
like to 
find female 
roommate to share 
his life with. 
Rewarding  benefits 
Call  Brian 
290
 2308 
(Motorcycle
 Mike 
Was 
a 
rip-roaring
 
guy.  
But
 away from
 his wheels
 
He 
was  really 
quite  shy.  
Then 
Bicycle  Belle
 
Came  on 
to
 the scene
 
And Mike
 flipped 
Over
 his 
new-found  
queen  
He 
called 
Classified  
To 
unload his wheels 
And 
soon was 
offered
 
Dozens of deals. 
He spoke up 
so well, 
His 
price grew and grew
 
He sold 
it, then bought
 Belle 
A bicycle for two. 
Print Your Ad 
Here:  
icOUntapprournately 30 letters and spaces for each line 
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER 
OR CASH 
TO: 
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State University 
San Jose, 
California  95192 
Phone 
1/ II 
Ill  11 
/ 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 /  
1 I I / 1 
1 
/ / 
/1/111/1
 
Pays 
 
Deadhne  Two 
days prior 
to
 publication 
it 
Consecutive 
publication 
dates  only 
 No refunds
 an cancelled ads 
Classified 
Desk  Located 
Outside  JC 207 
Page
 
6 
ZACK  
im WA IT iNG
 
114 
LINE 'TO 
EAT  IN ISE 
DC 
VIDiTING  FOR
 
THIS  . 
SO0Dpi:
 
mErr AGAr9 
Computer 
center 
center  
to replace 
Reserve  
Book 
By 
Kathy  
Chin
 
Staff
 
Writer  
Conversion
 
of 
the 
Reserve
 
Book 
Room
 
(CRBR)
 
into
 a 
computer  
center  
is 
expected
 
to be 
completed
 
my
 
March  
1983.  
The 
Hawley,
 
Stowers
 
and 
Associates
 
ar-
chitecture
 
group 
has 
been 
hired  
to 
construct
 
drafts  
for 
the  
remodelling,
 in 
the  
planning
 
stages  
since 
1976.
 
The
 
design
 
team  
will 
begin  
its 
work  
sometime
 
next 
month,
 
said  
Sue 
Lantow, 
facilities  
analyst.
 
Although
 
computer
 
center 
construction
 has 
not 
yet  
been
 
funded  
by 
the  
university,  
Lantow
 
said 
budgetary
 
limitations
 
permit  
SJSU 
to 
fund 
only 
one 
phase  
at a 
time.  
The  
construction
 
proposal
 will 
be
 
submitted  
to 
the 
California
 
Statr
 
University
 
and  
Colleges'
 
chancellor
 next
 
year
 for
 
approval.
 
If
 not 
passed,
 the
 
project
 
will 
be
 
halted
 
until  
money
 is 
available.
 
Lantow
 
maintained,
 
most
 
projects  
must
 un-
dergo
 
similar  
waiting  
periods.
 
Meanwhile,
 
the  
CSUC  
system
 
has 
leased
 
19 
computers,
 
one  for 
each 
of 
the 
state 
campuses.
 
"All 
of the 
computers
 
have
 been
 
ordered
 
by
 the 
chancellor,"
 
said
 Paul
 
Tsao,  
associate
 
vice 
Room
 in 
1983
 
president
 
of
 
information
 
systems
 
and 
computers.
 
Tsao
 
said  
the  
state  
will 
pay 
for
 
leasing
 
costs.
 
The  
new 
computer,
 
worth  
$2.5 
million
 
and  to 
be 
leased
 
for  
$22,300
 
monthly
 
for 
five  
years,  
will 
be 
kept  
at 
Control
 
Data  
Cor-
poration
 until
 
delivery  
in 
1983.
 
Lantow  
indicated
 
that 
the  
most 
economical
 
method  
of 
installing
 
the 
computer
 
is 
to
 
wait
 
until  
the 
RBR  
is
 
renovated,
 so 
the 
computer  
can be in-
stalled 
directly.  
If 
funding
 
comes  
through 
for 
constuction,  
the 13,000
-square -foot 
RBR 
will house
 the 
main  
" 
jeop 
Photo
 the Stehhert 
844herhol
 
Doug Boone,
 Industrial Engineering senior, makes computations on 
one of 
the terminals
 in the Computer Center. The new center 
will
 be in the Reserve 
Book 
Room. 
computer 
and  the com-
puter staff, but 
not any of 
the terminals. The labs 
will 
remain at their present 
locations in the 
Engineering  Building, 
Business
 Classrooms, 
MacQuarrie Hall and 
science building. 
The computer center 
offices are scattered 
over 
three 
floors which makes 
communication
 between 
the 
instructors 
and 
programmers
 difficult, 
said 
Tsao.  
"Time is 
also wasted 
walking around,"
 he 
stressed. 
The Reserve 
Book 
Room
 was the 
best
 choice 
for the 
center because "it's
 
a 
self-contained
 
building,"  
Tsao said. 
Another site 
possibility was
 the second 
or third
 floor. 
However,  the 
staff 
would  not 
have
 all 
been 
able to 
fit  in  com-
fortably.
 
The 
present 
computer,  
which is 
also
 under lease 
agreement,  
will  be 
returned 
to
 Control Data 
when the new one arrives.
 
According to 
Tsao, the 
new model
 is 19 times more 
powerful
 than the 
existing
 
unit. 
-It's  faster in speed 
and has 
more  storage 
space," 
he 
said.  
Tsao believes
 the 
remodelling
 costs 
for the 
library 
would have 
run 
$13,000. 
Lantow  refrained 
from 
disclosing  
the
 
estimated
 
remodelling  
costs 
because
 a bid has
 not 
been discussed
 yet. 
When the
 RBR is 
converted,  the 
new  RBR 
will be in 
the old library.
 
Washburn
 
Hall
 
wins
 
111.11
 
s.ptember
 
16.1901
 
two
 
intramural
 
prizes  
.411111ONNEMEMIP
 
By
 
Greg
 
Garry
 
Staff
 
Writer
 
Washburn
 
Hall  
is 
the
 
proud
 
owner  
of 
two  
large
 
trophies
 
awarded
 
for
 
last
 
semester's
 
local
 and 
state-wide
 
athletic
 
competitions.
 
One
 
of
 
the  
trophies
 
won
 
by
 
Washburn
 
represents
 
first
 
place
 
in 
the 
intramural
 
competition
 
between
 
the
 
different
 
dormitories
 
on
 
campus.
 
The  
sports
 
included  
tennis,
 
football,
 
softball
 
and  
a 
"turkey
 
trot"  
running  
competition.
 
"It's
 a 
terrific
 
way  
for 
students
 
to 
channel
 
some
 
of
 the 
nervous
 
tension
 
brought
 
on 
by 
school
 
pressures,"  
said  
Jo 
Stewart,
 
resident
 
adviser
 at 
Washburn.
 
Stewart
 
said
 
there 
are  
two
 
different
 
leagues in 
which
 
dorm  
residents
 
may  
compete.
 
"One
 
league
 
is 
just 
for 
dorms
 
on 
our campus,"
 
she 
said.  
Dorms
 
compete  
with 
each
 
other
 
for one of 
the 
the 
trophies.
 
The  
other
 
league  
is 
university
-wide. It 
includes
 
fraternities,
 
sororities
 
and  
clubs
 
from
 the 
whole
 
university
 
system."
 
C 
In 
addition
 
to 
winning
 a 
trophy
 
for
 the 
on -campus
 
,LAdormitory
 
competition,
 
Washburn
 
Hall  
won a trophy
 
for 
the 
California
 
State 
University
 
and 
Colleges
 system
-wide
 
competition.
 
"The 
students
 
last  
spring
 got
 
together
 and
 
decided
 to 
go all
 out 
and  
try
 and 
win 
the 
trophy,"
 
Stewart
 
said. 
1 
was 
amazed
 
at how
 
seriously
 
they
 
took
 the 
practice
 
sessions
 
and  how 
hard 
they 
worked."
 
Stewart
 said 
the  
activities
 
help  
residents
 
believe
 
they 
are
 part 
of 
something.
 
"A 
dorm is 
a world
 unto 
itself 
and you
 can 
build a 
strong
 sense
 of 
identity
 and
 loyalty,"
 she 
said. 
"Each
 
dorm 
has a 
personality
 of 
its own."
 
Stewart  
said
 the 
new  dorm 
residents
 are 
proud 
of
 the 
two 
trophies
 and
 plan to 
win 
again.
 
"There
 is a 
lot of 
good  
feeling
 about
 it," she
 said. 
"They
 want 
to make
 sure 
they
 keep
 the 
trophy
 
here."
 
Stewart
 
said
 A.S. 
President  
Tony 
Robinson  
presented  
the  
awards
 at an 
all -dorm 
meeting 
last week.
 
Tony Robinson presents
 
Washburn  Hall 
with 
one 
of two trophies for excellence in athletics. 
Group 
says
 'it can be 
done'  
Program
 
members
 
seek
 
answers
 
to 
local
 problems 
By 
David  Flemate 
Staff Writer 
Si se puede, means "it 
can be done." 
This is the 
name of a 
one-year
-old  program that 
is seeking to find 
answers
 
Studio
 
Hour 
presented
 
Thursday
 
"A Portrait 
of Women," 
a two-woman 
show that 
details  women's 
thoughts and 
feelings  through 
quotes  from 
authors,
 will be 
SJSU's  Studio 
Hour's
 Thursday 
presentation.  
Katherine 
Irvine and 
Lorraine  Olsen 
assembled 
dramatic  quotes 
from  authors 
including 
Erica  Jong, 
Maya  Angelou 
and 
Betty Rolin with Irvine's lightly comical 
material. 
The show 
discusses  women's 
thoughts  on 
motherhood, 
the way women
 look, fathers 
and fathering,
 and women with 
careers. 
Offered free 
to students, "A 
Portrait  of 
Women" will
 be presented 
by
 Studio Hour 
at
 
3:30
 p.m. 
Thursday
 in the 
Studio  Theatre,
 
Speech and Drama
 building, 
room  103. 
Studio Hour, 
a presentation 
of the 
Theatre  Arts 
Department,
 offers free
 en-
spartagL
 
ti(  le 
The 
SJSU 
Computer  
Science Organization will 
hold a general meeting at 
3:30 today in Engineering 
Building room 300. Call 
David Bell at 241-3448, for 
information. 
   
The SJSU Advertising 
Club will hold its first 
meeting tonight at six in 
the Journalism classroom 
117. For more information, 
call Debbi Herath after 6 
p.m. at 988-1346. 
   
The 
Wednesday  
Cinema 
will present "Stir 
Crazy" at 7 and 10 tonight 
in Morris 
Dailey 
Auditorium.
 Cost is $1.75. 
   
Career Planning 
and  
Placement 
will  sponsor 
televised practice in-
terviews 
from 2:30 to 4:30 
p.m. today in the In-
structional Resources 
Denter, room 308. 
   
Career Planning and 
Placement will hold a 
session in career and 
self-
exploration from 
2:30 to 
4:30 today in the S.U. 
Costanoan Room. For 
information, 
call Cheryl 
Allmen, 277-2272. 
   
tertainment or workshops to 
SJSU  students 
every Thursday from 3:30 to 4:20 
p.m.  in the 
Studio Theatre. 
This semester, Studio Hour will include a 
stage workshop program, scenes acted out
 by 
advanced drama 
classes, a one-act play, a 
mime show, and an hour
 of musical comedy. 
to 
the problems
 that 
plague
 
parts 
of 
downtown  
San  
Jose. 
The 
target
 area is 
from 
First
 Street 
west to 
King  
Road,  
and
 from 
Santa 
Clara 
Street
 north,
 to 
Bedding 
Street,
 said 
Sam  
Bozzo, 
on
-campus
 coor-
dinator.  
This 288
-block 
target  
area was
 picked 
because  of 
its high 
rate of 
truancy  and 
Glenn 
Hoffmann,  to 
organize top city officials, 
policemen,
 
community  
workers and
 citizen leaders 
in studying ways to reduce 
youth violence. 
SJSU President Gail 
Fullerton appointed Jose 
Villa, Interim dean of the 
School of Social Work, to 
head an 
interdisciplinary  
team of people from 
various 
departments.  They 
ments 
as
 members
 of these 
teams. 
Each
 team 
works oil 
developing  
community
 
service 
projects 
that
 will 
involve the 
people  of the 
community.
 It is 
not pre-
determined  
what 
those 
projects 
could  be. Art 
fain 
health 
fairs 
and famtli
 
counseling
 are 
among  fl
 
 
possibilities,  
according  to 
Bozzo.
 
Teams
 develop 
community  
projects
 
youth
 
violence  
in 
the 
schools.
 
"Si
 Se 
Puede"
 
was  
started 
by the
 
Barrio
 Club,
 
a 
group  
formed
 by 
County
 
Superintendent
 
of
 Schools
 
The Public Relations 
Student Society of America 
PRSSA ) will hold a 
chapter meeting tonight at 
7 in the S.U. Almaden 
Room. Call Julie Zak at 
298-9571. 
   
The Model 
United 
Nations 
will hold an 
organizational meeting 
tonight at six in 
the  S.U. 
Montalvo Room. 
Call 
Michael F. 
Siladi at 967-
0319 ( evenings
 ) or 946-8100, 
extension
 611 (afternoons). 
   
The Pre
-Dental 
Student 
Association
 will 
hold its 
first meeting 
tonight 
at
 7 in the 
S.U. 
Constanoan
 Room.
 Call 
George
 Heiner 
4 1 5 ) (  651-
9259,
 for more 
information.  
   
The SJSU 
Women's 
Center  is 
sponsoring  a 
"Fat 
is a 
Feminist  
Issue"  group
 
starting  
tonight
 at 7 
at
 the 
center,  
located
 in the 
second 
floor  of 
Building  U. 
Other
 groups 
will meet 
12:30  to 2 
p.m. Fridays.
 
Call 
Lucinda at 
294-7265, or 
Cathy
 at 277-3996,
 for in-
formation. 
   
The 
Vietnamese
 
Student 
Association  
will 
FREE  
GROUP  
COUNSELING
 
for 
Personal Problems 
Stress Reduction 
Effective Learning 
Self-confidence 
Black Students 
International  
Students  
Women 
Counseling
 Services, 
Adm,  223 
277-2966 
hold  a 
meeting 
to elect
 
officers  
2:30  p.m. 
today 
in
 
the S.U. 
Guadalupe
 Room.
 
Call Ngoc
 Lou at 
295-6147, 
evenings,
 for 
details.  
   
Cercle 
Francais 
will 
sponsor
 a 
reunion/orien-
tation 
today  from
 1:30 
to 
3:30 
p.m.  in 
the 
Spartan
 
Pub. 
   
The 
University  
Committee
 in 
Solidarity
 
with  El 
Salvador  
will
 hold 
an 
orientation
 
meeting  and
 
slide show 
at 11:30 
a.m. 
today 
in the
 S.U.
 
Guadalupe Room. 
  
A 
meeting  
concerning  
residency
 and 
those 
af-
fected
 by the
 new 
residency 
laws will
 be held 
at 1 
p.m. today 
in front of 
the 
Associated
 
Students  
office on 
the second level
 of 
the Student Union. 
   
MECHA, a 
campus  
Chicano  organization,
 will 
celebrate 
Mexican 
In-
dependence  with 
a film, 
photo display,
 skit, speaker
 
and 
refreshments  at 
1 p.m. 
today in 
Dudley  Morrhead 
Hall, room 208. 
******************************************
 
****** 
BEATLE  
MANIA
 
   
Faculty 
or staff
 in-
terested  
in
 joining 
a year
-
old 
chess  
league
 
should
 
send 
their 
name 
to 
"Chess",  
care of 
the 
English
 
Department.
 
  
 
The SJSU
 
Aeronautics
 
Department  
will 
hold
 an 
annual  
all
-student
 meeting
 
at 
7 p.m.
 Thursday
 in 
the 
campus
 
concert
 
hall.  The 
meeting
 
will  
feature
 
reports  
by two
 SJSU
 
graduates
 
who  
competed  
in 
the 
International
 
Flying
 
Competition  
held 
in 
England
 last
 month.
 
   
The 
SJSU 
Forensics  
Team 
is
 still 
recruiting.  
Meetings 
are held at 
3:30 
p.m. 
Tuesdays
 and 
Thursdays  in 
the  Forensics 
Lounge, 
Speech 
and 
Drama 
Building, 
room  112. 
Call Jan 
Hoffman 
or Laurie 
Lemat  at 277-2898 
or 277-2902 
for 
more
 
information.
 
 
  
Career
 Planning 
and 
Placement 
will sponsor
 on -
campus 
interview 
sign-ups  
for 
graduating  
seniors 
and  
registered  
alumni  from 
1:30 
to 5:30 
p.m.tomorrow  
and Friday.
 Prior to 
sign-
ups 
students should 
pick up 
registration  
materials  and 
a 
recruitment
 schedule
 in 
Building Q. Call Cheryl 
SAitbOAT FOR SALE! 
VENTURE
 21 
FOOT sloop
 
EXCERENT  
CONdiTiON.
 
CAR 
354-3198
 AfTER 6p.m. 
is
 
scoisiNuo
 
SEPTEMBER
 
27 
Funalid 
by 
ASSOCiAnd
 
STUdINTS  
************************************
 *****  
***** 
Allmen, 
at 277-2272
 for 
details. 
will
 
investigate
 the
 ways 
SJSU 
could  become
 
directly  
involved  with
 the 
project. 
Teams are 
being 
formed now, according to 
Bozzo, consisting
 of 
various students. By using 
skills learned in respective 
fields of 
study, SJSU 
students can now 
earn 
credit  by enrolling in 
in-
dividual studies
 classes in 
their respective depart -
"At 
this 
point,  our 
major  
concern  is 
to get 
students
 enrolled
 for 
credit  
who are
 interested
 ir 
working 
with the 
corn  
munity  
in 
any 
wa) 
possible."
 
Bozzo  
said.  
The 
deadline 
for 
add/drop 
enrollment 
is 
Friday.
 Those interested
 
should call Sam Bozzo
 
at 
277-2701, or Jose 
Colchadc
 
at 277-2847. 
"Fine 
Submarine  
Sandwiches  
Since  /968" " 
4 
Mon.-Sat
 
10:30-10:00
 
Sundays
 
11:00-1000
 
8th 
0' Williams
 St 
297-1132
 
DOES
 MONEY
 
GROW
 
ON 
TREES?  
No
 It 
Doesn't.
 
If 
you're
 
healthy
 
and  
reliable,
 
you  
can  
receive
 
up
 
to 
$80  
cash
 
a 
month
 
by
 
becoming
 
a 
blood/plasma
 
donor.lt
 
takes
 
only
 
two
 
to 
four 
hours
 
a 
week
 
and  
you're
 
paid  
on 
the
 
spot!
 It's a 
safe,
 
easy,
 and 
flexible
 
way
 
to
 
get
 
that
 extra
 
cash  
now.
 
Want
 
to 
know
 
more?
 
Call  Hyland
 
Center  
for  
an
 
appointment
 
at
 
294-6535.
 
Hyland
 
Donor
 
Center,
 
35
 
S.
 
Almaden
 
Ave., San
 
Jose,  
Ca.  
Open
 
7a.m.
 
to 
4:30
 
p.m.
 
Closed  
Wednesday.
 
 
las   
